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The MAPEO field software 
tool has two purposes: 

• Check if drone data 
acquired meets the quality 
requirement for further 
uploading and processing 
in the MAPEO backend. 

• Perform the actual upload 
to the MAPEO backend.

The verification step is 
conducted in the field, just 
after the drone mission 
has been flown, to analyse 
data quality and coverage. 
Data upload can be carried 
out back in the office once 
a high speed internet 
connection is available.

System requirements 

• Java capable computer with 
minimally 1 GB – preferably 2GB of 
RAM 

• Java version 8 or higher – Since 
April 2019, Oracle Java works via 
a licensing system for commercial 
use. So, the download at https://
www.java.com/nl/download/ is 
only intended for personal or 
demonstration use

• Internet access for Java – on first 
run: Some firewall/internal policies 
block access or present a pop up 
when launching Java for the first 
time, you must allow Internet 
access.

Software installation 

You should have received a link 
to a jar file (uav-pc-fieldsoftware-
rgb-0.9.28.jar). Download it 
somewhere locally on your hard drive, 
no install is needed. Then double click 
on it to run the application. 

Alternatively, you can open the 
jar by running it via the “java -jar 
uav-pc-fieldsoftware-rgb-0.9.28.jar” 
command. 

Data upload
MAPEO field software

https://www.java.com/nl/download/
https://www.java.com/nl/download/
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Authentication – logging in 

When you open the Field software for the first time, a 
log-window will pop-up. 

At this point, you need internet access. After successful 
authentication, you are no longer required to login for 
a period of 60 days. The username is cached on the 
Windows user account on the pc. 

So, before going in the field without internet access, you 
should have run the jar at least once and logged in for the 
active Windows user!

Creating a new mission 

On the opening page, you will see a BING map indicating all the locations which have been 
flown. You can either edit the previous loaded missions or add a new mission by clicking 
“new” button, which you usually do when you start a new verification procedure or upload.

MAPEO field software opening page. To create a new mission, 
click the “New” button.
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Step 1: 	Select	mission	profile

In the first step of a mission creation, you select the appropriate mission profile. A mission 
profile defines the parameters to be used for a specific type of missions, closely linked to the 
sensor type. You can choose a predefined profile (managed in the cloud by VITO) or one that 
you created locally.

The selected profile will be used to prepopulate the mission specific profile, which is shown in 
this screen. So, you can modify the mission specific parameters. Only if you want to reuse the 
settings later, you need to click on “Store profile”.

Create a mission profile.

The following parameters can be set:

	 Profile	name:	you only need to change this if you want to store this mission profile to be 
reused in later mission

Image selection options:

	 Sort	on	image	timestamp:	If you check this box, the flight lines of a mission will be 
computed and sequenced, based on the image timestamp. If not checked, the flight lines 
are sequenced based on the alphabetically sorted image names.

Data quality thresholds:

	 Max	timestamp	diff	of	images:	Maximum difference in timestamp of individual images, 
ensuring no old data ends up in a new mission.

	 Minimal	diff	of	altitude: Minimal altitude difference in meters for one mission, ensuring 
stable height of the flight and consistent resolution of the drone based products. 

	 Max.	shutter	speed: Maximal shutter speed in 1/x seconds
	 Warning	shutter	speed:	 Maximal shutter speed – warning value
	 Max	ISO:	Maximal iso value
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Step 2:  Image	selection	

2.1 Loading drone images
To select images for upload, press on the “Select Image folder” and browse to the folder 
where the drone images are stored. Note that for large missions, the dataset loading may 
take a few minutes (especially on slow internet connection).

When it finishes, the image names will be listed along with their positions. At this point, 
you get a visualisation of all image locations by dots, and a table list with all images. The 
header of the table gives you the number of images to be processed. Unselected images are 
represented by an orange dot, selected images with a black dot. 

Hint: you can also use the table to export gps data. Click an entry, select “CTRL-A” “CTRL-C” and you can paste 
the coordinates in for example Excel. Note that this table selection also selects the images for processing so click 
anywhere to revert that.

Select image folder to 
browse to the folder where 
your images are stored.

Once images are loaded, 
they a shown in the 
viewer. Orange dots are 
unselected images, while 
black dots are selected. 
You can also see the 
total number of images 
selected in the header 
of the images column 
(marked with red ellipse).
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2.2 Visualizing individual drone images

IMPORTANT	-		Zooming:
 Use the mouse SCROLL to zoom in/out in steps
 Use SHIFT mouse drag to zoom in to the selected square
 Click anywhere on the screen to return to default zoom level for the mission

Individual images can be visualized in view image mode by clicking the corresponding image 
position in the main window:

Visualisation of one drone image by clicking on the corresponding dot.

2.3	 Defining	start	and	stop	position	of	the	drone	flight	

You must specify the start	and	end	positions of your mission by selecting “Select start” and 
“select stop” buttons and clicking on a point representing the camera position. Note that all 
images before the start position and after the end position will not be considered for image 
upload nor processing (they will have an orange colour, selected images are coloured in 
black). 

The user can also select/deselect	images	manually using the + and – mouse mode, forcing 
selection/deselection by dragging a box around the relevant points. The N-button will remove 
any selection hints by the user.
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2.4	Defining	geometric	ground	control	points 

You can include information on the ground control points, by clicking the ‘Load new file’ in 
the ‘Geometric ground control points’ box to upload a CSV file (delimiter = TAB) containing 
information about the reflectance panels. 

You can load a list a 
reflectance panels 
in the mission. The 
file has to follow a 
predefined file format 
structure.

NOTE that the coordinate system used for the GCPs is in EPSG:4326
In the map overview the GCPs are visualized as red dots. The template for the tab separated 
csv format is given below:

type x[lon] y[lat] Height_mAWL Surface_Area
TARP_12PCT 17.89348 46.91414 2 2.1
TARP_36PCT 17.89346 46.91416 3 3.1

Geometric ground 
control points are 
added as red dots to 
the viewer.

Once all images are loaded, selected and ground control points are added, you can press the 
“Next button at the bottom of the window to go to the  next step.
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Step 3: Flight	description

After clicking “next”, you go to the flight description page containing some additional mission 
metadata. Most parameters (indicated with a (*)) are set automatically from the image 
metadata, but a manual correction or change of these parameters is still possible. 

Flight description parameters. The different parameters are described in the following text.
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The following parameters can be set:

Flight

	 Date	(yyyy/mm/dd)	(*):	Date of data 
acquisition

	 Time	(hh:mm)	(*):	Time of data 
acquisition

	 Location:	You can give a name to the 
location where you’ve collected your 
images. 

	 Flight	nb:	Flight number 
	 Altitude	water	level:	Altitude of the 

water level with reference to  GPS 
altitude reference

	 Altitude	take-off	location:		Altitude of 
the take-off location with reference to 
the GPS altitude reference

	 Flight	description:	You can include a 
description of the flight

Operator

	 Name:	Name of the operator
	 Email:	Email address of the operator 

Camera

	 INS	type:	Choose between the 
different INS (Inertial Navigation 
System) options. Currently two options 
are supported: 

  PH4P: Phantom 4 pro INS system 
  MICA: Micasense INS system. 
	 Camera	type:	Choose between the 

different camera options. Currently 
two camera sensors are supported: 

  PH4RGB: Phantom 4 RGB camera
  MSREM: Micasense RedEdg-M   

 camera
Camera	offset	x	(cm):	Offset of the 

camera towards the front 
Camera	offset	y	(cm):	Offset of the 

camera to the right, view from the top.
Camera	offset	z	(cm):	Offset of the 

camera down (positive sign= camera 
shifted downwards). 

Camera	angle	x	(°):	Roll angle of the 
camera, defined counter-clockwise (+) 
as seen from the front of the drone.

Camera	angle	y	(°):	Pitch angle of the 
camera,  a positive angle (+) means 
that the camera is tilted forwards and 
looks in front of the drone position. 

Camera	angle	z	(°):	Yaw angle of the 
camera, a positive angle (+) means a 
clockwise rotation of the camera with 
regard to the orientation of the drone 
as seen from the top.   

Irradiance	sensor:	You can choose in the 
drop-down menu between:

  PH4RGB: Phantom 4 RGB camera
  MSREM: Micasense RedEdg-M   

 irradiance set-up
Irradiance	type:	There are two irradiance 

types supported: Micasense DLS-1 and 
DLS-2 (Downwelling Light Sensor)

Irr.	sensor	vector	coord	x:	Offset of the 
irradiance towards the front

Irr.	sensor	vector	coord	y:	Offset of the 
camera to the right, view from the top

Irr.	sensor	vector	coord	z: If the 
irradiance sensor is installed vertically 
upwards on the drone platform, this 
z-value should have a value of -1. 

Model	(*):	The model of the camera. 
This information will be automatically 
updated when an image folder has 
been selected. 

Serial	Lens	(*):	The serial number of 
the camera. This information will be 
automatically updated when an image 
folder has been selected. 

Platform	

Brand	(*):	This information will be 
automatically updated when an image 
folder has been selected.

Model	(*):	This information will be 
automatically updated when an image 
folder has been selected.

Session 

Session: If a new session is created, the 
date and time at that moment are 
given defined for that session.  
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Step 4:  Product	and	processing	options

This step let the user set up and select what will be executed from the processing workflow. 
There are three options foreseen: 

Predefined	(default	option):	this option runs through the full data processing workflow. 

Remote	config	file:	There is an option to work with remotely defined configuration files. 
configBase.py and configNoEndProduct.py. 

Local	config	file:	the user can upload a local config file which is stored on the local 
computer. 

Product and 
processing 
options

Optionally two files can be uploaded: 

User	reflectance	file: a list of image names or image numbers which are suitable for the 
picking of spectral reference panels. File format: no header text file, only one column with 
the image number or image name (excl. file extension). 

Reflectance	file:	Picking reflectance panels on images can be very time consuming. In 
case a previous run with the same mission data was already performed, the resulting 
picking file can be uploaded to avoid repicking of the same images. 
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Creating a new mission 

By clicking on Finish, all mission data is stored and the quality check will be performed before 
uploading the data to the cloud. If you don’t see any problems with the quality checks you can 
go to the processing tab to continue. 

A list of quality 
checks. Positive and 
negative results are 
immediately visible.

Starting the upload 
of the mission and 
drone data for data 
processing

Either press on Start to start uploading, or return and press Finish again to store any change. 
Note: in case you want to remove a queued mission, you can by using the right mouse button.

Progress can be followed via the Upload details screen:

Progress follow-up.



MONOCLE	creates	sustainable	in	situ	observation	solutions	for	
Earth	Observation	(EO)	of	optical	water	quality	in	inland	and	

transitional	waters.	

MONOCLE develops essential research and technology to lower the cost of 
acquisition, maintenance, and regular deployment of in situ sensors related to optical 
water quality. The MONOCLE sensor system includes handheld devices, smartphone 
applications, and piloted and autonomous drones, as well as automated observation 

systems for e.g. buoys and shipborne operation. The sensors are networked to 
establish interactive links between operational Earth Observation (EO) and essential 

environmental monitoring in inland and transitional water bodies, which are 
particularly vulnerable to environmental change.

M O N O C L E

Other MONOCLE observation solutions include:

FreshWater Watch Hypersectral 
Radiometer (HSP1)

iSPEX2 KdUINO

MapEO Water Mini-secchi disk So-Rad WISPstation

Contact:
MONOCLE Project Office
Plymouth Marine Laboratory
Prospect Place
Plymouth PL1 3DH
UK
www.monocle-h2020.eu

 @Monocle_h2020

MONOCLE	partners:

Peak Design

https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/FreshWater_Watch
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/iSPEX_2
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/KdUINO
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/FreshWater_Watch
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Hyperspectral_Radiometer_for_Global_Diffuse_Irra
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/iSPEX_2
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/KdUINO
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/MapEO_Water
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Mini-secchi_disk
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Solar_tracking_radiometry_platform
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Water_Insight_SPectrometer_Station
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/MapEO_Water
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Mini-secchi_disk
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Solar_tracking_radiometry_platform
https://monocle-h2020.eu/Sensors_and_services/Water_Insight_SPectrometer_Station
http://www.monocle-h2020.eu
https://twitter.com/monocle_h2020
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